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Hussmann HCCR Hot Cold
Combination Display

Cabinets

$12,960.00 +GST

View more Product Details

Add to Cart                              

Request a Quote                    

The Hussmann HCCR Hot Cold Combination Display Cabinets are versatile self-contained multideck units, meticulously crafted
for dairy products, drinks, deli items, and various medium-temperature applications. Offering easy plug-and-play installation
and a digital controller with temperature display, they ensure hassle-free setup and monitoring. Their ergonomic design
facilitates convenient product access, while optimized LED lighting enhances visual appeal and reduces product dehydration.
With low Total Energy Consumption (TEC) and compliant product temperatures, these cabinets offer efficiency and reliability.
Standard features include a full stainless steel upper section, painted internal lower section, and a fully self-contained R449A
system. The hot top section combined with a chiller lower section provides flexibility, and LED lighting ensures enhanced
visibility in the lower section. Equipped with a protected evaporator assembly and digital thermometer display, these cabinets
offer simplicity in installation and maintenance, making them an ideal choice for diverse retail environments.
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Introducing the Hussmann HCCR Hot Cold Combination
Display Cabinets
, designed to cater to a variety of medium-temperature applications including dairy products, beverages, deli items, and more.
This self-contained multideck open front chiller offers effortless plug-and-play installation along with a digital controller
featuring temperature display for precise temperature management, ensuring optimal product freshness.
Boasting an ergonomic design for easy access, the HCCR combines hot and cold merchandising capabilities in one unit, offering
versatility to businesses seeking efficient display solutions. Its optimized display, complemented by LED lighting, enhances
product visibility and visual appeal while minimizing product dehydration. With low Total Energy Consumption (TEC) and
compliance with product temperature standards, this unit ensures both energy efficiency and product quality. Featuring a full
stainless steel upper section and painted internal lower section, the HCCR is equipped with fully self-contained R449A
refrigerant, a hot top section paired with a chiller lower section, and LED lighting in the lower section for enhanced visibility.
Simplified installation and maintenance make this combination display cabinet a preferred choice for businesses looking for
reliable and flexible merchandising solutions.

Upper section made entirely of stainless steel
Internal lower section painted for protection
Fully self-contained with R449A refrigerant
Hot top section with chilled lower section
Top tier measures 705mm
LED lighting installed in the lower section
Evaporator assembly is protected and fitted with a valve
Equipped with a digital thermometer display

Additional Information

Country of Manufacture Australia

External Colour Black

Brand Hussmann

Model HCCR

Temperature Operating Range C -1°C to +5°C and +60°C to +80°C

Temperature Display / Control Digital control

Refrigerant R290

Interior Lighting Yes

Defrost Auto or Manual Automatic

About the Product

Hussmann HCCR Hot Cold Combination Display Cabinets, available
at an unbeatable price. Purchase the Hussmann HCCR and explore
our wide range of commercial Hot Cold Combination Display
Cabinets, all with Australia wide delivery.

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price $14,400.00
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